§ 1. Introduction
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space and O(H) be the orthogonal group over H. In this paper, we shall discuss left, right or both trans! at ion ally quasi-invariant probability measures on a afield S3 derived from the strong topology on O(H). Invariant (rather than quasi-invariant) measures have been considered by several authors. For example in [3] , [7] and [4] such measures were constructed as suitable limits of Haar measures on O(n) by methods of Schmidt's orthogonalization or of Cayley transformatioiie And in [6] some approach based on Gaussian measures on infinite-dimensional linear spaces was attempted. However these measures are defined on larger spaces rather than O(H) and invariant under a sense that "O(H) acts on these spaces." This is reasonable, because it is impossible to construct measures on O(H) which are invariant under all translations cf elements of G, if G is a suitably large subgroup of O(H). For example, let e l9 •••, e n , • • be a c. o. n. s. in H, and for each n consider a subgroup consisting of T^O(H) which leaves e p invariant for all p^>n. We may identify this subgroup with O(ri).
Put O 0 (H) -U ~= 1 OOz). Then O Q (fT)-invariant finite measure does not exist on O(fT).
(See, [6] ). However replacing invariance with quasi-invariance, the above situation becomes somewhat different. One but main purpose of this paper is to indicate this point. Since results for right G-quasi-invariant measures are formally derived from them for left G-quasi-invariant measures, we shall omit the "right" case for almost everywhere. we shall define a map T on the ^-sequence space (I 2 ) 00 such that
Hence one of left O 0 (H)-quasi-in variant measures 1 on S3 is defined as 1(B) -}j(x\U(x) ^E)
for all 5^83, if we can construct a probability measure v on the usual Borel field S3((/ 2 )°°) on C^2) 00 satisfying following three properties,
Now let p be a probability measure on S3CI2 1 ) which is equivalent r°°t o the Lebesgue measure and satisfies \ t~2dp(£)=l.
1-dimensional
Gaussian measures with mean 0 and variance c will be denoted by g c . And take positive sequences {^r a }^= 2 and {c n }^2 such that Proof. By the assumption, we can define an operator A such that Ae n = t n for all n and I-A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator whose Hilbert-Schmidt norm is strictly less than 1. Hence we have ||I-A\\ op <1. It implies A is an isomorphic operator. Consequently, Ae 1} **, Ae n , •• span a dense linear subspace.
Q.E. D.
At the same time we shall prove the measurability of the set 
Lemma 2. (a) Let p be a left O Q (H} -quasi-invariant probability measure on S3, and let £eS3 satisfy fjt(EQT*E)=Q for all TeO 0 (£T).
Then there exists an E^SiL, such that fi(EQEo) =Q. 
Q.E.D.
J JO(n)xO(n)
Lemma 3. Let [JL be a left O Q (H) -quasi-invariant probability measure on S3. Then for any ££=S3 there exists a countable set {T W }~= 1 C O 0 (H) 5McA ^a^ 5=U M=1 T n -B 5ato^5 ^(T-505)=0 for all Te O 0 (H). // // ^ a left and right O Q (H) -quasi-invariant probability measure, then it holds ^(T-B'S©J5) =0 /or all T, S<^O Q (H), replacing the above set with B= U n=l T n -B'S n for some {T n } n , {S n } n dO 0 (H) .

Proof. As Ll(O(H))
is separable, we can take a countable dense set {%T w .s(f/)}r=i of {x T .s(t/)}T e o 0 (H) in the left case and {%T n .B.s n (U)}n=i of {lT'B-s(U)} Ti s^o Q (H} in the left and right case. It is easily checked that (J n==1 T n *B and \J n=l T n *B*S n are desired ones respectively.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 1 0 Two left O 0 (H) -quasi-invariant probability measures 11 and v are equivalent, if and only if [i -v on 2L,. In the case of left and right O Q (H) -quasi-invariant measures, it is necessary and sufficient that they are equivalent on S3oo.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. So let ft and u be left O Q (H)-quasi-invariant and suppose that they are not equivalent, for example, //(B)>0 and KB)=0 
Corollary. Two left (left and right} O Q (H)-ergodic measures are equivalent, if and only if they agree on 2loo(2L), respectively.
Proposition 2. Let /* and v be left O 0 (H)-quasi-invariant probability measures on S3, and put 1(B) =\ tt(Bg}dv(g)
for all 5eS3. Q. E. D.
J*eO(#)
Then 1 is left and right O 0 (H) -quasi-invariant. Moreover, if JJL and v are left O Q (H) -ergo die, then 1 is left and right O Q (H) -ergo die.
Proof. Let S^O Q (H). Then we have J(B) =0
Let fjt be a left O 0 (H) -quasi-invariant probability measure on S3. First we shall ask for conditional probability measures relative to 2I ra , using the normalized Haar measure dT on O(ri) for each n. We put is an 2l n -measurable function of g for each fixed Be S3, so we have p(gy 2l«5 O(H))=1 for jLt-a.e.g and {//(g", 2I K , OJ^eo^) is the family of conditional probability measures relative to 2l w . Let AeSL, and 3. Then
Therefore by Fubini's theorem and Lemma 4,
are conditional probability measures of /*« relative to 3L,. Since it holds fa -fi, applying general discussions for conditional probability measures, it is assured that there exists an fl n e2too with //(fl B ) =1 such that &&, SL, .)=tt~t and the Radon-Nikodim derivative /" can be taken as / for all rf/^ rfÂ s /4 is O(w) -invariant, we conclude that for all nJT=A=^o> ^ is left O 0 (H) -quasi-invariant. Moreover, from (//)" = 4 we have for all fjf(t 9 2T n , B)= TeO(n) for all *eO(H) and for all Be93. Consequently, for all 2In, 0=^(^ 2T» 5 0 holds for all t<=O(H) and for all w. In virtue of inverse martingale theorem, for all *, a., B) -/<(*, a., B)
=lim\ !]«(*, a., B) -p(t, ST B , B) \d{/(t)dp(g). for all g^@B* Finally we shall put -0= D^l, where ^ is a countable statements of Theorem 3 remains valid, changing "left" and 2L, into "left and right" and SSoo, respectively.
